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This Week: 

• It’s Christmas week! 

• That means Santa would be riding in with the December seasonal average. 

• “Would be”… these are the financial markets and nothing is a given. NFTRH 686 
covers favored sectors and seasonal speculations in detail and provides rationale and 
tolerance suggestions for not only individual stocks, but also indexes. The macro 
backdrop, internals and sentiment are also updated. Merry Christmas and happy 
holidays of all persuasions. It’s an interesting juncture as Santa fires up the sleigh while 
markets digest FOMC and Omicron angst. 
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Summary of NFTRH 686 and the macro situation leading up to it: 

US Stock Market 

Last week: “The trends are up. Therefore the market is still bullish. That could change tomorrow, 
however, a general plan is for some FOMC week volatility, the Santa seasonal into what is on 
average a positive January.” 

The market played to the FOMC (with a side order or Omicron angst) script and dropped to fill 
the upper gaps on the daily index charts. Sentiment is in full short-term jitter mode and Santa is 
up next. Trends remain up and we’re generally using the 50 day averages as the key markers. 
Currently favoring the stuff that is not inflation-dependent, and as a seasonal spec, assuming 
stable broad markets, the bombed out 2020 COVID ‘stay/work at home’ stars, which could see a 
rotation due to ‘COVID spike’ fears after tax loss selling.  

US Stock Market Sentiment 

Contrary positive as individual (AAII), professional (NAAIM) and newsletters (Investors 
Intelligence) alike are good and spooked. However, we do note a divergence in the VIX to the 
Inverse SPX that has warned of corrections in the past (see segment).  

US Market Internals 

On balance a neutral mixed bag of indicators favoring the less cyclical, less inflation-sensitive 
items.  

Global Stock Markets 

Mixed bag degrades further. The Gold/ACWX ratio is a warning on the average global stock. 
Within that there are some bullish pockets (e.g. Taiwan) and prospective ones (e.g. South Korea).  

Precious Metals 

Gold, silver and the miners are trending down. However, gold has started to make some positive 
inklings in relation to cyclical, inflation-sensitive commodities and a continuation of that would 
be fundamentally positive for gold miners as the sector enters a window that is (on average) 
seasonally positive. Gold and silver CoT are constructive as gold stocks became oversold again. 

Commodities  

CRB labors on, with a lot of rotation as the inflation trades generally weaken. Upside target of 
270+ still in play, technically.  

Currencies 

As per last 2 weeks: “Uncle Buck continues to rampage. With a newly elevated Gold/Silver ratio 
the indication has been market liquidity removal. Not yet critically so, but it bears watching.” 
  
Inflation/Reflation/Deflation (and Goldilocks) 

Last 2 weeks: “Macro will resolve to resume inflation, deflationary liquidation or disinflationary 
Goldilocks at some point. Best at year-end to manage risk and see what, if anything, Santa 
brings.”  
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Current Portfolio Composition & Rationale  

Keeping the heavily guarded ‘savings’ account high in cash, but also able to participate in 
Santa with a few preferred items (and one pure spec, BTU.V).  

Taxable Account 

Small Trading Account 

Simple trading principle in play here: just don’t look at it and you might not get shaken 
out of it! So far, so good for this seasonal speculation.  
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Roth IRA 

Willing to reduce or increase cash further for the Santa-January seasonal. Also willing to 
increase it further if the market goes the other way.  
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US Stock Market 

FOMC week did as could be reasonably expected, releasing a load of hype on the market, 
which the machines took and ran with.  

Semiconductor sector leadership is intact, although easing a bit.  

To keep a seasonal Goldilocks/Santa view in play we’d prefer to see NDX/SPX hold a 
higher low to October. In other worlds, it needs to turn up this week. I am using pictures 
like this to stay in the game, measured and balanced. A new up-leg in leadership could 
see more positioning in the near-term. That is a favored outcome, but it’s the markets and 
breakdowns do happen, so if indicated against Santa’s wishes, I’d have to raise cash.  
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The market has, however, lurched toward the defensives, even as ground zero for over-
valued story stocks, the ARKK fund, got a big (nearly 6%) boost on Friday. Hmmm, 
machines gonna rotate and they gonna create some mixed signals.  

We have noted previously that a bottom in Healthcare vs. broad (SPY) can foreshadow 
bear markets and we should keep an eye on XLV/SPY. With defensives rising in relation 
to SPY and the ‘median stock’ dropping in relation, the signaling is not positive. If a 
short-term bull view carries the day this may affirm our (my personal) intention to really 
think about being virtually out of cyclical markets by mid-February. A counter-cyclical 
situation would probably come with a gold miner bull phase. But first things first. 
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Mid and small cap indexes need to hold here. Santa needs to arrive on time, or else we 
could start seeing breakdowns in the US markets.  

The Value/Growth question is still answered ‘both’ as long as each remains on the 50 day 
average trend. These too need to hold here. 

Banks are burdened by the recent drop in inflation expectations because as you know, 
inflation tends to help the pigs because it drives up long-term interest rates nominally, 
and relative to short-term rates. i.e. it can steepen the curve and the pigs’ profits. That is 
not what has been happening of late, as we know. BKX needs a higher low to the 
September low to remain viable. Personally, as with Energy and other cyclical reflation 
markets, no current interest… yet.  
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As to the main indexes, the picture is clear; hold the early December lows or go bearish, 
intermediate-term at least. I have no interest in filling those lower gaps after the indexes 
did as we’d asked last week and dropped to fill the upper ones. The lower gaps can fill 
during the next significant correction or bear market, but as a seasonal speculator I don’t 
want to see that now. 

SPX could actually tick a new high while remaining below the (red) trend line we 
established a few months ago. It was important for these indexes to hold the SMA 50, but 
they did not need another test so soon. That bears watching. The previously overbought 
and relatively bullish Semi index is, however, looking for a normal test of the SMA 50 
support and an upper gap fill. 
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US Stock Market Internals 

Market internal indicators: (bearish, neutral & bullish) 

SPX and NDX new highs/lows bounced back with market prices. Not inspiring either way.  

2 weeks ago: “Consumer Discretionary vs. Staples dropped hard enough to put in an as yet minor 
warning. Neutral for now.” Still neutral, but weak neutral and needs to find a low or this indicator 
would go bearish.  

US headline index leadership chain (SOX>NDX>SPX) is still intact but pulled back near 
reasonable limits during FOMC week. Weaker bullish signal this week.   

This update on Friday showed the status of gold vs. the cyclical inflated markets. Gold/Copper, 
Gold/CRB appear constructive for a bottom amid waning inflation expectations. Such a trend, if it 
were to fan out to broader stock markets (gold is constructive vs. global stocks on balance, e.g. 
ACWX) would be gold miner positive but cyclical/inflationary macro negative. Weak neutral 
now and on the verge of going red.  

Both Dow and TRAN pullback, but no divergence. Weak neutral but 
it’s the holiday season so festive Clark keeps the cognac at the ready.   

SPX/Gold ratio was knocked back to the up-trending 50 day 
average. Still a weak positive indicator because it is on trend. Any 
further drop would issue a warning.  

Much like NDX/SPX, Growth/Value ratio (IGX/IVX) is correcting but not broken. It remains on 
trend, logically much like the SPX/Gold ratio above. But indicators like this need to turn up into 
the seasonal or we’d have warnings.  

KBE/SPY ratio continues to be weak and that is well correlated with the recent weakness (and 
potential breakdowns) in long-term yields. If these confirm negative at best it would be negative 
for the cyclical inflation/reflation stuff and okay for the Goldilocks stuff. At worst, it would be a 
negative broad market signal. Weak neutral. 

No divergence in SPX A/D line and price as both dropped last week. Weak neutral.  

As per recent weeks: “SPX Equal Weight (RSP) negative divergence to headline SPX is becoming 
more pronounced and is a negative breadth divergence for the broad market.”  

Nominal Junk bonds (HYG) are technically stable but Junk ratios to quality bond (Treasury & 
Investment Grade) are weak. A weak neutral rating overall with an eye on credit spreads in 
general, per this post. 

Bottom Line 

Mixed bag continues and the market survived FOMC week intact. Were those jitters 
enough to scare participants away and create a good contrary seasonal setup? We’ll find 
out soon (and of course update market sentiment below).  
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Global Snapshot (1 year charts) 

With reference to the GLD/ACWX ratio noted in Friday’s gold stock macro-fundamental 
update I’d have an abundance of caution on the global picture as a whole. If global is 
leading the Good Ship Lollipop, err US stock market (currently gaining a relative 
Goldilocks bid on the strong USD) it could fit well with the view of having much caution 
by the end of the seasonal play (if not sooner, if more markets start losing 50 day 
averages). Not a pleasant picture currently as the mixed bag continues to edge toward the 
negative side of the mix. EM/global reflation stuff looks especially bad along with the 
ongoing breakdown in CDNX. Green highlights are relatively decent patterns (incl. 
Semiconductor intensive Taiwan, w/ Semi-intensive S. Korea constructive to bottom?).  
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Tax Loss Seasonal Specs (weekly charts for longer-term support perspective) 

Beginning with those I hold, ATVI held the support it needed to hold for a continuing 
trade. This beaten down stock has the potential to be a longer-term hold. 

CRSP is so far holding the clear long-term support area. I can foresee this one having 
potential as a longer-term hold as well, considering the bombed out buy area at support.  
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JAZZ was not really added as a tax loss spec, although it works that way as well with 
losses for 2021’s holders. Below 114 I’d start to get iffy on a continued hold. So far 
though, it’s fine.  

The good Tele-doctor is doing similar to CRSP, holding clear long-term support. I am not 
your average gold bug in that I am open to story stocks in the bubble markets, especially 
when they get bombed to long-term support. This could also be a longer hold.  
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ZM is a trade with the intention of a seasonal hold only. That could be subject to change 
but there would probably have to be a whole new COVID/Omicron/Delta ‘stay at home’ 
play in the macro markets for that to be the case. As a seasonal thing, it’s working so far.  

Still eyeballing FANUY, but not overjoyed about its general global manufacturing sector 
in the face of cyclical pressures on the short-term at least. On watch, but not priority. That 
is clear support, however.  
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PTON banged long-term support and then got out of the barn a little bit with a 10% up 
week. This is a stock I have well on watch as a tax loss seasonal but wanted to clear the 
FOMC week machines-gone-wild thing before making more bottom feed commitments.  

2020 COVID stock RNG looks like a prospective tax loss opportunity. This one was 
another of those valuation darlings. The only things keeping me off of it are that support 
is not as clear as some of the others and waiting for the market to show its seasonal cards. 
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Semiconductor Stocks (daily charts) 

Semi Equipment maker AMAT was added back at support. I may not have a lot of 
tolerance for a drop below 140, although the major daily trend (SMA 200) is firmly up.  

AMD was added on Friday as a man stared at the chart and thought he saw a small 
Inverted H&S pattern in the making at the SMA 50. You know what they say about men 
who stare at charts. They see the darnedest things. I won’t have tolerance below 130. 
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Premier global Semi Equipment company ASML is still looking fairly unpleasant below 
the SMA 50. The SMA 200 is firmly trending up and maybe the 700 to 720 area could be 
a buy, sector and/or broad market willing. On watch.  

COHU continues to look constructive to me as it grinds the moving averages and works 
on resistance. It’s not bullish, but it does appear prospective at least. Holding.  
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Okay then, it was a rough couple of weeks with FOMC oncoming and then riding off. 
But my portfolios did not take much damage due to risk management and also due to 
stocks like CCMP and GBR.V doing what they’ve done over the last couple of weeks, 
which is to get bought out. Profit taken on CCMP and… 

It’s acquirer, ENTG is put on watch in its place. 120 to 125 looks like a clear low-risk 
buy assuming a stable broad Semi sector (in this case, specialty materials) and assuming 
interest in this company, which I have not yet looked closely at.  
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Hymie is still on plan, although it needs to take the SMA 200 and leave it behind. So far 
it’s a good trade and a potential longer hold.  

Premier Semi Equipment stock KLAC is on casual watch after previously being sold. I 
might be interested at around 350 but there is a gap above 330, which KLAC could 
approach if the sector gets suitably roughed up.  
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LRCX is on casual watch, but I’d prefer a test of the moving averages over the initial 
support area around 650.  

MCHP looks set to test initial support, with the SMA 50 trending up at 80. 76 could also 
be tapped within a still bullish scenario. On casual watch.  
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QCOM was sold on the big spike but remains on watch. The SMA 50 is rising toward 
support at 165, so okay, 165 would gain my interest.  

TSM is still just doing its sideways thing. I had thought it was ready back in November, 
but I’ll continue to patiently hold as long as the global Semi view holds up and markets 
avoid any significant liquidations.  
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Much like QCOM above, WOLF was sold on a big spike. I’ve since bought it back and 
added more on the pullback. Still prefer it if that gap will prove itself as a breakaway gap 
rather than fill.  

Let’s conclude with the sexiest stock in the sector this week as NVDA pulls back to the 
SMA 50. If it tests support around 230 that probably means my buy of AMD above could 
drop below 120. They are both sexy Semis and both had a lot of momentum. Not sure 
what could drive it there short of a more significant broad market correction, but all 
things being equal the 210 area looks like a strong buy. 
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Cannabis MSOs (daily charts) 

Here’s the sector that I took on as a tax loss spec and potential fundamental hold. There's 
been no change to either of those statuses. The change has been that the bag I am holding 
is heavier with paper losses. Wipeout support for CRLBF (and others) was originally 
noted for a reason and that reason may be upcoming with preferred support lost. 

The question will be whether or not to increase these fairly moderate positions should a 
wipeout come about. I’d like to think I will increase them on whatever lows lay ahead.  
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It’s all pending the broad market, as with every sector discussed. If Omicron comes to kill 
us all and the world gets caught in a deflationary whirlpool, so be it. But if the seasonal 
averages hold up this year and markets do not turn pervasively bearish I’d look for a 
tradeable low in the Pot stocks and potentially a longer-term hold. Anyway, GTBIF is 
added per subscriber request. The buy would be around 16.  

PLNHF is grinding at the next support level, which does not look compelling. Holding 
and really not watching any of these at the moment because all I’d see is bearish. 
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TCNNF is clinging to the initial support level as others have failed their equivalent 
levels. Holding and as with others, may add more, pending the markets.  

The VRNOF chart has less history but it appears no better than the average US based 
MSO. Casual watch at this time.  
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Other Stocks of Interest (daily charts unless otherwise noted) 

CRM was added at the SMA 200 for its Goldilocks/COVID aspects amid the recent 
pressure on inflation expectations and associated markets. It was added for Santa, and I 
want to see him show up promptly for situations like this.  

DVAX was added back after last week’s highlight. The SMA 200 was twice tested (sort 
of). It’s a Hepatitis vaccine fundamental growth story and COVID adjuvant story, which 
comes with a lot of hype (and volatility). Sneaky gap still open below 12. 
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MDT (weekly) got bombed out of proportion to the bad news (IMO) about the FDA 
wanting more information and corrective action for apparently shoddy procedures at its 
diabetes business facility. I believe this is an opportunity to buy a leading medical device 
company on sale at clear long-term support. Now let’s see if MDT stock plays ball.  

ZUO (weekly) is still on watch for the base breakout and test of the breakout. 
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Precious Metals 

Last week, after updating the still down-trending but oversold sector: “The seasonal 
aspect does flip positive in December/January. Gold and silver Commitments of Traders 
are improving of late and we can go on watch for a near-term situation that sees the 
sector oversold into a seasonally strong period along with a contrary positive CoT 
situation.” 

The seasonal window is in essence here and the CoT is not standing in the way. What 
would be preferable now is for the macro-fundamental indicators noted in Friday’s update 
to continue upward. Gold vs. commodities is already hinting positive and the same would 
be needed with gold vs. broad stock markets (it’s already making headway vs. the 
average global markets (ACWX, per the linked update). 

Both gold and silver CoT show setups, while not yet compelling, are pretty darn 
constructive to go with a seasonal rally, should that come into play as anticipated.  
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The HUI/SPX ratio has not made a positive move, however. Indeed, it failed to follow 
through on the pattern we noted last time this chart was shown. The play would be for 
HUI/SPX to make a higher low to 2018. 

Very simply, the monthly chart of HUI needs to put in a new green arrow above the last 
one to keep this a picture of a new bull market that began at the very end of 2015. 
Otherwise, it will have been an A-B-C bear market upward correction to our original 
target (target #1), which was registered at 375 (actually 373) last year.   
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The daily chart shows the lower low noted previously and another lower low that may 
have been a double bottom for the index. Any seasonal bounce/rally scenario would 
probably depend on that. I think the odds are pretty good, but Huey now needs to take out 
the SMA 50, below which it recoiled on Friday.  

As a side note, inflationist gold bugs want to see silver leading gold, which is not what is 
happening. While weakness in this indicator often (but not always) signals weakness in 
gold stocks (inflationists selling) a declining SGR usually comes with improving gold 
mining sector and macro fundamentals.  
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On to miners, royalty and exploration (daily charts) and being more conservative about 
what is presented so as to minimize presentation of absolute pieces of garbage like 
AR.TO, as I did previously. AEM is one I consider quality, given its locations and also 
with KL in tow. But the trend is firmly down as it knocks on the first resistance level.  

Might FNV have just made a whipsaw drop, reversal and higher low? Might have. On 
watch.  
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GBR.V (GTBAF) story has been played out, but I am holding the positions regardless.  

A better story from this point on could be the royalty attached to Great Bear’s Dixie 
project. The buyout from KGC would theoretically have pulled in the time line for that 
royalty to start paying out sooner. Holding and recently increased GBRR.V (GBRBF).  
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The only silver stock I’ve chosen to buy, MAG took a big pop from the oversold level it 
was bought at, but thick resistance is at 17 +/-.  

Core hold MAI.V (MAIFF) is still going nowhere in a spiky, volatile way. Holding and 
may consider adding more down here.  
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Profit was taken on OGN.V (OGNRF) on the big Casey Research hype pump. A flag is in 
the making but I am wary of the gap below .37. Think I’ll just keep it on radar for now 
due to those unhealthy Casey momos that came on and are being weeded out.  

OR on the double bottom theme? As long as it holds noted support that looks like the 
view, for a bounce at least.  
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The only other silver stock I’ll likely consider, SILV is on the most casual of watch from 
a potential oversold low. I like gold stocks better (but SilverCrest does have both metals 
in the ground).  

SSRM bashed back down to test the SMA 200. A second position was added on this 
miner that had a good quarter and then pulled back hard.  
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WDO.TO (WDOFF) made a lower low. I added a second position on Friday after it got 
back above that low. As noted previously, the October low may have been the more 
important one.   

WPM is lurking below resistance at 42. No real interest, but I want to watch this along 
with FNV, OR and RGLD for sector indications from the premier and most visible 
royalty plays.  
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Commodities (daily charts unless otherwise noted) 

CRB index (daily) held support and is still in bounce mode. MACD is negative but 
triggered up while RSI is above its EMA 20 and working its way toward positive. If 
Santa is coming for commodities, he would keep the bounce going. I continue to be less 
interested in the inflation stuff than the Goldilocks stuff in the very short-term.  

Big picture (monthly) CRB shows the rally intact and the target above 270.  
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Various commodities and indexes show the industrial metals index (a key to the cyclical 
macro) continuing refusal to show its hand, much like headline industrial metal, copper. 

The Ag index is still operational to its uptrend and should hold the SMA 50 if it wants to 
keep it that way.  

Oil and gas continue relatively weak, with crude perched below resistance and gas 
apparently breaking down from the little bear flag we noted last week.  

Still not caring for the Uranium Trust. A gap fill at 12 could change that narrative.  
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The Metals patch sees Doctor Copper undecided like other industrial metals.  

Palladium took a big bounce, I took a profit on PALL, it bounced more. Had I not sold on 
Thursday I’d have sold on Friday, given resistance suddenly at hand. Considering it came 
from the long-term support target (1600) that may have been the low, but the trend is 
down. Platinum is trying to muster a bounce at a would-be double bottom. Trend is down. 

Silver could bounce from a would-be double bottom, but I like gold better in a time of 
tamped down inflation expectations. As it is, even gold is merely constructive to bounce. 
It only goes bullish for real above 1920. But the seasonal average is in play for these 
metals, so there’s that.  
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The Uranium patch has been laboring lately. I am holding only UUUU now. But as 
indicated by big boy CCJ (and ETFs like URA and URNM) the sector is thus far 
generally testing its 200 day moving averages. So it is not broken by any means.  

I’ll try to be a little patient with UUUU, while NXE needs to make a higher low to 
August. It’s not in a good look as it stands now.  

DNN is at clear support, which it needs to hold, and URG should also hold here to avoid 
a breakdown.  

I view Uranium as a bit of a wild card, not as dependent upon inflation expectations as 
some other commodities. Supply/demand and/or speculation seem to drive it more.  
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Currencies 

US dollar index continues its 2021 preeminence over its global counterparts. And what do 
you know, we are finally seeing inflation expectations and the inflation trades buckle to 
varying degrees. Also, EM is adversely affected by a strong Uncle Buck. Perhaps when 
enough former “death of the dollar!” adherents get on the strong dollar bandwagon it 
will top out. That time is… not yet. 

Everyone else is, logically enough, some flavor of bearish in the face of the bulling 
global reserve currency.  
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Okay, I took a shot with the Bitcoin ETF, BITO, which tracks the Bitcoin price pretty 
well. Looking at the daily chart of BTC/USD, I feel I have a shot for a quick 
speculation…. 

…but looking at the weekly chart I see an ugly picture. So I will use current support at 
the green shaded cluster above as a mental stop loss on this trade. This chart continues to 
paint the November high as a double top.  
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US Market Sentiment (graphics: NFTRH, sentimentrader.com & yardeni.com) 

Sentiment continues to lean near-term contrary bullish, as you will see below by the 
AAII, NAAIM and other indicators. But let’s recall another indicator we have used in the 
past to warn of impending market corrections, large and small. 

The VIX is currently on a positive divergence to Inverse SPX. This condition could drag 
on for weeks or even months before playing out to a bearish view, it could be a false 
signal or it could prove an immediate warning. At this time I am going to factor it into my 
short-term view of a seasonal bounce but not over-react as long as market trends/support 
hold up and keep it as a warning in progress. 

Ma & Pa are back to a deeply retrenched sentiment stance, which is bullish from a 
contrarian standpoint.  
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Investment managers got good and spooked during FOMC week. The reading is taken 
mid-week and considering the bearish market chop that followed I don’t think NAAIM 
are much more positive today, in real time. 

Smart/Dumb indicators and indicators at extremes continue to reflect jittery market 
sentiment, which leans contrary positive on balance.  
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Newsletters are dropping their bullishness and appear convinced that a market washout is 
coming. I would imagine the hawkish Fed is playing into that as well. There may be a lot 
of inflationists in this reading, rightly concerned about the overdone inflation trades.  

The ratio is driven by both tanking bulls and still emboldening bears.  

Market Sentiment Bottom Line 

Sentiment is not standing in the way of a Santa seasonal rally during a seasonally bullish 
time (on average). But this bull has feasted on short-term sentiment resets as we have 
noted all the way out of the 2020 crash. One of these times it is not going to be a reset but 
instead, a challenging correction or even bear market. So let’s keep the view balanced and 
respect trends, support, seasonal averages and yes, sentiment too.  
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End Notes 

Cash/Equiv. level ranked as:  High | Moderate High | Neutral | Moderate Low | Low 

Cash & equivalents levels in the Roth IRA:  Moderate High 

The 1 year Roth IRA view continues to sport a Cup with a very volatile Handle. I am 
aware that it is at the support of the base built through the summer into the fall. But the 2 
year view shows a thing going sideways. That is a consolidation and taken at face value it 
looks like it is waiting to go higher.  

The consolidation is actually reflective of a refusal to sell some losers (e.g. Pot stocks) 
and maybe not taking profits as aggressively as I could have, although I thought I was 
fairly aggressive. What I trend to do is give paper losses a little too much room to run and 
I want to be aware of that habit at least. 

It’s a picture of a portfolio in waiting… to either get more defensive having already 
attained 2021’s original goal, which was to keep 2020’s profits and/or to raise more cash 
and prepare for rotations and potential bearish positioning to come, or if the bull resumes, 
to take advantage of it in the near-term and increase 2021 profits. Dats da plan.  

Cash & income-paying Equivalents are at levels that are right for me and my real-world 
situation. Your situation is different. Cash will be adjusted as needed. 

Refer to the Trade Log under the NFTRH Premium menu at nftrh.com for real time 
trade info, if interested (not that you necessarily should be). Also, you can follow  at 
Twitter @NFTRHgt for notice of Updates & Trade Log notes. 

NFTRH is not to be distributed to third parties without prior written consent 

Notes From the Rabbit Hole (NFTRH) is a weekly market report in which we provide analysis on financial markets.  We make every 
effort to provide accurate and high quality content, but this analysis ultimately represents our opinions and these opinions are 
provided without warranty or guarantee of any kind.  In no event will NFTRH.com or its owner, Gary Tanashian, be liable for any 
decision made or action taken by you based upon the information provided in NFTRH or at NFTRH.com.  

NFTRH.com ToS available for review here: https://nftrh.com/about-tos/     
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